Since 1949 Simonds has developed an enviable reputation for building Australia’s best homes.  
From humble beginnings, Simonds is now one of Australia’s leading home builders. Today, with
three generations of builders providing hands - on experience, our commitment to building quality,
affordable and desirable homes has never been stronger. That is what truly sets us apart.

Our P urpose

Our Mission
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To help more Australians fulfil the

To be Australia’s preferred

dream of building their own home.

home builder.

Our House Rules
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Be The Perfect Host


Don’t Bl ame Your Tools


Our customers are the most important visitors

We are responsible and accountable 

to our home. Our focus is to make each and

for the choices we make, the actions 

every one of them feel welcome and special.



we take, and the outcomes we deliver.



Powered by Positive Energy


Build On Your Foundations


We always show up with fully charged 

Stay curious and be an active learner. 

batteries and recognise that our mindset is 

There is always room for improvement 

a choice and our energy is contagious.



and opportunities to grow.



We’re In It Together


THINK BIG


We always work as a team and acknowledge


Innovation is key to our success. If there's


that our goals can only be achieved when every

a better way, we need to know about it 

team member plays their role.



and work together to make it happen.



Spread the word


Millimetres Matter


Candid and constructive communication is vital

Don’t settle for mediocrity, make excellence 

in keeping us informed, aligned and connected.



your measure and safety your priority.



Be a Great Housemate


Celebrate Great


Always be courteous and considerate, respect

We recognise outstanding work and achievements

our home and all who are welcome here. 


and applaud every hard yard and extra mile.



NO NONSENSE


Waste Not, Want Not


Be honest, be transparent and be trustworthy.



Be smart with what we have. Always

try to accomplish more with less.
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